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POLYTECHNIC BUSINESS COLLEGE
13th and Madison Streets, Oakland.

A Great Industrial Army
Needed at Home

Young men under military age and all young women from sixteen

to thirty-five can find immediate employment in any of the following

professions:

Stenography Mechanical Engineering Wireless Telegraphy

Bookkeeping llec^'Enginlerlng M *chi "« S"°P
Morse Telegraphy Automobile Engineering Multigraphing

EE "Our country needs from ten to twenty millions of skilled workers at =
= home," says Frederick C. Howe, U. S. Commissioner, "to make effective the ==

EE army it puts in the field."

EE If you cannot join the ranks of those on the firing-

line, you can still EE
= serve just as patriotically, just as honorably in the great army of skilled =
EE workers, by preparing for service in the Field of Business or Industry. EE

| A MAXIMUM PRODUCTION WITH MAXIMUM PRICES
EE The operation of the law of supply and demand has reached a condition EE

EE in this country never before known—an unlimited demand with the highest EE
= prices for all commodities. This means an increased volume of business, ==

EE an increased demand for trained men and women in every department of ==

EE commercial activity; increased opportunities.
== Mechanics of all kinds are in great demand. Stenographers were never ==

EE before in such demand as at the present. This college could locate one hun- EE

EE dred good stenographers during the next sixty days. Wireless Operators, EE

EE Railroad Telegraphers must be trained by the hundreds. Bookkeepers and EE
EE office assistants are scarce, and so a EE

1 GREAT ARMY OF NEW RECRUITS IN BUSINESS
EE is absolutely required. EE

The Polytechnic College is in reality a University of Business and Tech-
=J= nical Training. It specializes; it concentrates; its courses are intensified; =»

EE it eliminates the frills and fads—the "side lines," and goes straight to the =E

EE fundamentals—and its graduates straight to success.

|]
College in Session the Entire Year and Students Admitted at any s

= Time. Write for Illustrated Catalogue.
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